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Flagstaff, Arizona, is darker at night than other
towns

TOP: Just beyond the glow of the city lights of Phoenix, Arizona, the Sonoran Desert National Monument offers great dark skies to the
south, where the Milky Way arcs across the sky. Photo: Bureau of Land Management. BELOW: Images of Flagstaff show far less excess
artificial light than cities of comparable size. National Park Service

FLAGSTAFF, Ariz. — A pitch-black night sky is important for plants and animals. It helps people

see stars clearly.

Light created by humans makes the night sky brighter. It gets harder to see the stars.

Flagstaff is a small city in Arizona. It wants to keep its dark sky. It has been trying to use fewer city

lights for many years. 

Now, it looks like the city's effort is working. 

Space Pictures

The National Park Service took pictures of Flagstaff. It has far less light than other cities.
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The new pictures show a rainbow of colors. Red means that a city has a lot of light. Yellow and

green means a city has more darkness. 

In the pictures, Phoenix, Arizona, is covered in red. It is a big city with lots of lights. 

Flagstaff shows lots of green and yellow. That means it is much darker than its neighbors.

Looking At The Stars

Arizona has high mountaintops and a wide desert sky. It is easy to see the stars. It is a popular

place for astronomers. 

Astronomers observe the stars and planets. They use telescopes to look deep into space. Arizona

has three of the largest telescopes in the U.S.

On a very dark night, you can see many stars. You can also see the Milky Way. The Milky Way

looks like a hazy light. It's made up of billions of stars. Our sun is a star in the Milky Way.

The Milky Way is getting harder to see. City lights make it difficult to see.

We Need Darkness

Many birds hunt and travel at night. They need the darkness. It helps them hunt for bugs. Some

bugs only come out at night, too.

Nighttime is very dark in Flagstaff.

Cities have lots of bright street lights and signs.

Sometimes there is too much extra light. Scientists

call this "light pollution."

The Arizona state government has rules to keep the

skies dark. It does not want light around telescopes. 

Are You Afraid Of The Dark?

Many cities are afraid of going dark. They are afraid

darkness will make people feel unsafe. 

Some people do not like the new rules. Billboard companies are unhappy. They use electronic

signs with lights in them. These bright signs are not allowed in some parts of Arizona.


